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In this study, the crystallographic structure transition of iron thin films during electrodeposition (using
a rectangular pulse current at a rate of 2 MHz) was investigated using X-ray diffraction (XRD). The
mean grain size estimated by the Scherrer equation reached a minimum value for a specific amplitude
and duty cycle of the rectangular pulse current; moreover, the minimum grain size decreased with the
deposition temperature. The present XRD analysis demonstrated the deposition of amorphous iron films
at temperatures ≤ 295 K and duty cycles ≥ 40%.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Amorphous iron materials have attracted great attention owing to their wide applications such as
soft magnetism [1], dynamic therapy [2], adsorption and desorption of ions and nutrients [3–4], catalysis
[5], and anti-corrosion [6–7]. These materials possess superior properties related to crystallographic
isotropy and the absence of grain boundaries.
Electrodeposition is advantageous for the formation of iron thin films because of its low cost and
easy production; however, very few studies have focused on the production of amorphous iron
electrodeposits [8–9]. Iron thin films are usually composed of α-iron crystalline grains; through
electrodeposition, some researchers obtained nano iron-based materials (grain size 25 nm [10]) and nano
iron thin films (grain size 27 nm [11]).
The nucleation and growth occurring during electrodeposition have been previously studied [12–
14]; in particular, the nucleation occurring at nucleation sites has been assumed to obey the Avrami
theorem [15–16] that describes random and homogeneous nucleation. At the thermal equilibrium, the
mean distance between kinks has been estimated to be ~4 ao where ao is the lattice constant [17]. If the
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kinks act as nucleation sites during iron electrodeposition, the mean iron grain size will be ~1 nm. A
further nucleation mechanism has been proposed [13], which explains the creation of clusters as the
result of collision between atoms moving on the material’s surface; once stabilized, these clusters would
lead to the formation of nuclei.
The number of nucleation sites and clusters affects the grain size; meanwhile, based on the two
mechanisms described above, the nuclei should grow through the incorporation of atoms originally
moving on the material’s surface, leading to an increase of the mean grain size.
The iron thin films electrodeposited using a rectangular pulse current (frequency range from 0.1
to 1 MHz) had a minimum grain size of 13 nm [18]. The grain size of these iron thin films did not
increase with the film thickness, indicating an extremely slow grain growth. Hence, when the grain
growth is suppressed under specific conditions, the iron electrodeposits will become amorphous. This is
our motivation for this study.
The purpose of this study demonstrates the amorphous structures of iron thin films
electrodeposited at a rate of 2 MHz.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
A copper plate of 15 × 10 mm2 and carbon plate of 35 × 40 mm2 were prepared for cathode and
anode. A solution containing 1.25 mol/L ferrous sulfate heptahydrate (Fe2SO4·7H2O) and 0.86 mol/L
potassium sodium tartrate tetrahydrate (C4H4KNaO6·4H2O) was employed in electrodeposition at a
temperature of 276 – 323 K. The solution was strained through a membrane (pore size 0.1 μm) before
electrodeposition.

Figure 1. 2MHz rectangular pulse current; (a) schematic plot and (b) observed rectangular pulse current
at a duty cycle of 40%.
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Figure 1 (a) shows a schematic plot of the 2-MHz rectangular pulse current. A 22-Ω metal film
resistor was connected in series with a cell comprising the cathode, anode, and solution. To calculate the
rectangular pulse current flowing between the two electrodes, a voltage drop at the metal film resistor
was measured with a digital oscilloscope. Figure 1 (b) shows the measured rectangular pulse current
(amplitude = 15.9 mAcm−2, duty cycle = 40 %). The amplitude ranged between 7.8 – 40 mAcm−2 for the
electrodeposition process.
After electrodeposition, the iron thin film produced on the copper plate was rinsed with distilled
water and put into a vacuum chamber to avoid oxidization. The iron thin film was observed using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM: Hitachi TM3030). The conventional X-ray diffraction (XRD:
Rigaku Ultima) with CuKα radiation and a standard θ–2θ diffractometer with a monochromator of
carbon was used to determine the crystallographic structure of the iron thin film on the copper plate.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Dependence of the mean grain size on the amplitude
Figure 2 shows the XRD charts obtained from the analysis of the 2.8-μm iron thin films
electrodeposited at a duty cycle of 40 % and a temperature of 295 K. Figure 2 (a) shows two diffraction
peaks from the (110) and (211) planes of the iron thin films electrodeposited at an amplitude of 7.8
mAcm−2. This plot indicates that the iron thin film was composed of α-iron crystalline grains with the
(110) and (211) planes parallel to the copper plate [19]. At the thermal equilibrium, the surface energy
of (110) planes tend to be smaller than that of (211) planes [20]. In this study the growth conditions were
far from the thermal equilibrium and the surface energy minimum [21] is not always true.

Figure 2. XRD charts obtained from the analysis of the 2.8-μm iron films electrodeposited at a duty
cycle of 40 % and temperature of 295 K (amplitudes = (a) 7.8 mAcm-2 and (b) 15.9 mAcm-2).
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Figure 2 (b) shows one diffraction peak from the (110) plane of the iron film electrodeposited at
an amplitude of 15.9 mAcm−2. The diffraction peak strength from the (110) plane in Fig 2 (b) is smaller
than that in Fig. 2 (a). The iron film was composed of crystalline grains with only the (110) plane parallel
to the copper plate.
The Scherrer equation [22] was used to estimate the mean grain size of the iron thin films. Figure
3 shows the dependence of their mean grain size on the amplitude. The iron thin films were
electrodeposited at a duty cycle of 40%, (i.e., during one cycle of 500 ns, the current flowed for only
200 ns) and the mean grain size reached a minimum value at 15.9 mAcm−2.

Figure 3. Dependence of the mean grain size of the iron thin films on the amplitude. These iron thin
films were electrodeposited at a temperature of 295 K and a duty cycle of 40%.
The nucleation occurs at nucleation sites [13]. For example, kinks in the steps on the surface are
considered to be the nucleation site [17]. At the thermal equilibrium, as stated in the Introduction, the
mean distance between kinks is estimated to be 4 ao. Therefore, if the mean grain size is less than 1 nm,
the density of the nucleation site will be more than 1014 cm−2. The density of some iron nucleation sites
reported in a previous study [23] was of ~1011 cm−2, which suggests a mean grain size of 30 nm. In
addition, none of the nucleation sites acted as active sites and some of them could not capture any of the
moving iron atoms.
The iron atoms moving on the surface can easily collide into each other, forming clusters that do
not need nucleation sites in order to become nuclei. An increase in the number of iron clusters or of the
nuclei nucleated at the nucleation sites leads to a grain size decrease. At the same time, the nuclei tend
to attract and capture moving iron atoms, leading to a grain size increase [24].
Hence, the two-opposite effects on the grain size yield a minimum value of the mean grain size.
The decrease in the mean grain size shown in Fig. 3 could have been caused by the formation of nuclei
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formation at the nucleation sites and the occurrence of collisions, while the following increase could
have been caused by the growth of nuclei.

3.2. Effect of the deposition temperature and duty cycle on the mean grain size
Figures 4 (a) and (b) show the XRD charts obtained for the iron thin films electrodeposited at
duty cycles of 20 % and 60 %, respectively. The films were electrodeposited at a temperature of 295 K
and an amplitude of 15.9 mAcm−2. Figure 4 (a) shows only a diffraction peak from the (110) plane [18].
All the iron grains with the (110) plane parallel to the copper plate grew in the <110> direction. Figure
4 (b) shows no diffraction peak from the iron crystallographic planes. This demonstrates that the decrease
in the grain size was not counteracted by an increase in the grain growth, leading to an amorphous
structure. The copper atoms of the copper electrode can slightly affect the location of the iron atoms
electrodeposited on the copper electrode itself. This effect, however, is usually limited within several
atomic layers: the crystallographic structure of the copper cathodes should have not affected that of the
iron thin films during this experiment.

Figure 4. XRD charts obtained for the 2.8-μm iron thin films electrodeposited at an amplitude of 15.9
mAcm-2 and duty cycles of (a) 20 % and (b) 60 %.
Figure 5 shows the dependence of the mean grain size on the duty cycle under three deposition
temperatures of 276, 295, and 313 K. The iron thin films were electrodeposited at an amplitude of 15.9
mAcm−2. The duty cycle affected the grain size in the same way as the amplitude in Fig. 3; the mean
grain size reached its minimum value under the deposition temperatures of 295 and 313 K. It is noted
that the mean grain size of zero plotted at the deposition temperatures of 276 and 295 K means no
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diffraction peak in the XRD chart of the iron thin films as shown in Fig. 4 (b). The XRD charts of the
iron thin films electrodeposited at a deposition temperature of 276 K showed no diffraction peak at a
duty cycle more than 40 %. This demonstrates that the iron films electrodeposited under these
experimental conditions have amorphous structures.

Figure 5. Dependence of the mean grain size of the iron thin films on the duty cycle. The films were
electrodeposited at an amplitude of 15.9 mAcm-2 and deposition temperatures of 276, 295, and
313 K.
Figure 5 also shows that a decrease in the deposition temperature causes a decrease of the mean
grain size. According to the law of energy equipartition [25], the kinetic energy of a particle with one
degree of freedom is equal to 𝑘𝐵 𝑇⁄2 where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute
temperature. Hence, an iron atom moving on a surface at a temperature of 276 K should have a lower
kinetic energy than at 313 K. In fact, a moving iron atom with a large kinetic energy is less likely to be
captured within a nucleation site than one with a low kinetic energy: an iron atom with a larger kinetic
energy has also a higher probability of overcoming the potential created by the nucleation site. Owing
to an increase in the number of nuclei produced by iron atoms with relatively lower kinetic energies, the
mean grain size tends to decreases under low temperatures. In addition, the collision between iron atoms
with relatively low kinetic energy increases the number of iron clusters. For these reasons, a lower
deposition temperature results in a decrease of the mean grain size. The presence of the sufficient number
of nucleation sites during this experiment justifies the development of iron thin films with amorphous
structures.
3.3. Surface images of the amorphous iron films
Figure 6 shows SEM images of the amorphous iron films electrodeposited at an amplitude of
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15.9 mAcm−2, a deposition temperature of 276 K, and a duty cycle of 60 %.

Figure 6. SEM images of the iron thin films electrodeposited at an amplitude of 15.9 mAcm-2 and duty
cycle of 50%. The iron thin films had thickness of (a) 0.03, (b) 0.12, and (c) 1.1 μm, respectively.
At the initial growth stage, the surface of the iron thin film appeared to be very smooth [18] as
shown in Fig. 6 (a); however, as the growth proceeded, the amorphous films became increasingly cracked,
but did not detach from the copper plate.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, several iron films were electrodeposited using a rectangle pulse current (at a rate of
2 MHz); subsequently, the transition between polycrystalline and amorphous structures was analyzed in
detail by XRD. The minimum mean grain size estimated by the Scherrer equation reached a minimum
value under a rectangular pulse current with a specific amplitude and duty cycle. Overall, it was noticed
that the minimum grain size decreased with the deposition temperature. In conclusion, the process
described in this paper allowed the successful production of amorphous iron films at the deposition
temperature ≤ 295 K and duty cycle ≥ 40 %.
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